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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Read instructions thoroughly before beginning.

2. Open the vehicle’s trunk and remove the plastic threshold
liner (Fig. 1A). Remove the felt trunk liner clips and pull back the liner on each side to expose the vehicle’s tail light assemblies (Fig. 1B).
3. Beginning on the left (driver’s) side, Locate the vehicle
wiring harness connector on the back side of the tail light assembly. The connector will be similar to those on the T-Connector harness. Separate the connector from the 
tail light by pressing on the release tab and pulling the connector away from the tail light housing. Take care not to damage the locking tabs. The connectors should be clean and free 
of dirt or debris. Clean the connectors if necessary.

4. Insert the T-Connector ends containing Red & Yellow
wires in between the separated vehicle connectors, pressing firmly together until they lock into place. Take care not to damage the locking tabs.
5.  Locate a clean accessible mounting location on the
vehicle within reach of the white wire and drill a 3/32” hole. Caution: Take care not to drill through the body or any exposed surface.
6. Mount the white wire using the ground screw and ring
terminal provided. 

7. Route the T-Connector ends with the Green wires across

the trunk threshold to the right (passenger) side of the 

vehicle’s trunk.
Caution: Avoid any points that might pinch or damage the wires. 

8. Repeat steps 3 & 4 for the right (passenger) side, using the 
T-Connector ends with the Green wires.

9. Confirm trailer harness operation with a test light or by
using a properly equipped trailer.
Note: All connections must be complete for the T-Connector to function.

10. Return the trunk liners and the plastic threshold cover
to their original positions, securing each with their factor fasteners removed in step 2. Store the T-Connector’s 4-Flat trailer connector in the vehicle’s trunk when not in use.

Kit Includes:
(1) T-Connector Harness 
(3) 6” Cable Ties
(1) 15” Cable Tie
(1) Ground Screw

T-Connector Wiring Kit
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Fits: 2009-2014 Acura TSX
2008-2012 Honda Accord (All Models)

2006-2015 Honda Civic (4 Dr. Sedan, All Except Hybrid & Si)

2007-2013 Honda FIT
2004-2013 Mazda Mazda 3 (4 Dr. Sedan)
2004-2013 Mazda Mazda 3 (5 Dr. Hatchback)
2007-2012 Mitsubishi Gallant
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